CROSSWORD
No. 15,576 Set by DOGBERRY

ACROSS
1 Arab ruler receiving good vibe, ultimately, from expat (6)
4 Detailed deceit involving one naughty lesbian? (8)
9 Capital – that of Latvia – on river (6)
10 Embroil 10, perhaps, with fish (8)
12 Provide surface for quiet avenue (4)
13 Badger adopting peculiarly moist means of aviation? (10)
15 Bullying elicits hint about papers (12)
18 Realigning our four sides, inducing perspiration (12)
21 Kiss buxom, dissolute nude outside – that’s a first! (10)
22 Just the place for fun (4)
24 Gem carrying weight carrying current, if you will (8)
25 Relaxed with a flirt (2,4)
26 Journalist’s assent to enter bog with commandos (8)
27 Investigator, on reflection, about to make enquiries into coffin (6)

DOWN
1 Priest’s devouring kissers . . . (8)
2 Ring the changes - make pub egg-shaped (8)
3 Withdrawal of tea from racing vehicle results in disorder (4)

Solution 15,575

CASTANETS QUAIL
RILEN HULE
OUNCE TOKA REST
WUXI W DPT
DISPATCHED GHEE
INNER R R
MATADOR SNOWJOB
AIR DUO
KISSING SPANDEX
EGGA PING
WENT GROUND ZERO
A UFA LIMU
VERYLIGHT INEPT
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STEED SURFITED